Hey y’all I like to think of myself as a very educated person. With a high school diploma and a nursing
degree I’m also specialized in HR and even have my CDL in the military as some of you know yes I served
in the military I fought for our freedom overseas. I’ve seen the worst of the worst the one thing that will
never leave the minds of mine and other soldiers in my unit are the two soldiers when their truck was
hit head on by an Afghani and the truck went up in flames my friends/we soldiers couldn’t get to them
so they burnt alive. That’s a tragic accident that Will forever remain in our minds. I remember being on
convoys And passing the spot where the truck blew up as the road was stained black. Those soldiers and
many others are not here to fight for the freedom in the US as we did overseas I will stand and I will
fight for our freedom our medical freedom especially. In 1947 after ww2 we made a promise to never
experiment on humanity or be coerced against their will. There were nazi nurses and doctors hung for
doing what you’re doing today by saying “you will participate in an experiment or you will lose your
job.” They Say this is not a violation of the Nuremberg code but yet it is because it says not to
experiment on humans this vaccine you see is an experiment. You are taking away freedom and
sovereignty of the ppl over their bodies and minds . This is clearly unethical.
I never thought a time like this would come in my life span but here we are today. We are being
mandated to take something inside of our bodies that is poisonous, that is an experiment and you all
know this- it is harming some people and yet some people it’s not But again we will know the truth and
a few years to come.
There was a study done and this came from Pfizer’s own data where people got The vaccine and some
that didn’t and then some got the placebo- in that study 15 had the vaccine and contracted Covid-14
that did not get the vaccine also got Covid they all died there was no difference so the experimenters
the “scientists” went to the placebo group the “control group” and said hey we did the experiment so
we can go ahead and give you the vaccine from this scary contagious disease “”they took it“”
there went the control group so now we have no data to go off of. So my belief in them trying to get
90-100% of us vaccinated It’s to totally do away with the control group - to totally eliminate it. It was
once said they needed 70% to be vaccinated to retain herd immunity and the vaccinated didn’t need to
wear a mask and now they say the vaccinated needs to wear a mask because they are still spreaders it’s
nothing but lies it’s all lies. It may take years till we see the side effects of this vaccine. And then in a few
years some of you may change your mind and get it Bc it’s been studied more-but I stand today for a
religious exemption because I never knew, until this coronavirus came out the ingredients in these
vaccines and even in some medication.
With the help of some others we put our minds together and started researching. More than 23
vaccines contains cells , cellular debris, protein and dna from aborted babies. There are two main cell
lines that were used -one from the 1960s and one is from the 1970s. one was lung tissue and one was
kidney tissue. But there were more babies aborted to create a perfect strain and still being done today. I
guess some of us can look at it as though they didn’t have a choice, their parents killed them or a
medical professional killed them whatever the reason we do not know. We can look at it as though
because they didn’t have a choice and their life lives on in us or we can look at it as no that’s horrible
and stand up for the babies that cannot speak for themselves and that are being aborted . It can go both

ways of course.
Perc6 18 Wk old baby being used for adenovirus , Ebola, influenza, malaria, tb, hiv the developers call it
a human designer cell.
Hek293 came from aborted kidney for new flu strains for the flu vaccine
Imr90 16 Wk female aborted
Imr91 male aborted they are being used for vaccine production and functional references.
Wi38 A Sweden abortion Because the family said they had too many kids. It was Packed on ice and sent
here to the US for dissection.
Wi1-25 strains derived from lung, kidney, skin, muscle, thyroid, thymus from 21 abortions.
Wi44 3 month aborted lung tissue
Mcr5 14 week old male
There are 80 elective abortions used for rubella vaccine.
There is No human safety studies with effects on the aborted fetal cells,dna and protein again there are
zero. There is research out there that the mixing of DNA is not allowed but they are still doing it. This is
not OK to use aborted babies.
This Covid vaccine even has fetal cells in it all the way from Astra Zeneca to Johnson. Moderna and Pfizer
use mRNA.
mRNA has Never before been used in humans — such as the two-dose Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna
vaccines that have now received emergency use authorization from the FDA — been approved for use in
any disease. Again it’s an experiment. Both Johnson and mRNA is causing blot clots. Look at the case in
Israel were they went from the most vaccinated in the world To Leading the country of heart attacks
From 18 to 26 years old as well as a huge third wave. The Moderna and Pfizer has 102,100 adverse
events reported with at least 957 deaths according to VEARS. And its said that the messenger RNA is
supposed to be only at the injection site but this has been disapproved many times With blood clots
forming and spike protein Accumulation measure in several organs one being the brain. This intern is
resulting inSevere adverse events And chronic damage to the young people. Do you remember that
there’s also organs That cannot regenerate oh one is the brain along with a heart. When a clot forms it’s
the fact that it happens When the spike protein bonds with the ace2 receptors In the arteries and
capillaries which then those results lead to damaged walls and micro clots which build up and lead to
strokes etc. You don’t believe me look up how the spike protein and how it causes this.
In the year 2020 there was zero dollars made and in this year alone there’s up to 50 billion made by the
year of 2022 the projected amount is up to 85+ billion dollars with the use of mRNA as you’ll see this is
just a money maker. I’m neither for or against people getting the vaccine it’s their choice hence “my

body my choice.” This is a deliberate attack on the people. Not only are these vaccines a money maker
but what is more of a money maker is to abort babies because they want the babies for vaccines and
other experiments.
This Covid vaccine is just an experiment we do not know the long-term effects. As some of you have had
it and that’s your choice and most of us will choose not to get it because again it’s my body my choice. I
have been given permission to use one of our nurses Jamie Hensel, she had bad side effects -her first
shot on day seven she couldn’t really move her legs and her body hurt from jaw line down-for the
second injection her hands were all messed up that she couldn’t grasp anything. There’s other people
that have complained about the vaccine and they all said if they had the choice to go back and do it
again they wouldn’t.
My cousin was pregnant soon after getting the vaccine she had a miscarriage. People are dying from this
vaccine from kids to adults some even in their sleep.
As the virus mutates as rna viruses do they take On a form that is more transmissible but does not cause
death. This, more than likely has nothing to do with vaccines or masks it’s just a natural mutation of an
RNA virus.
I could go on and on with my notes but this is my argument and again claim religious exemption.
Thanks to Dr. Peter McCullough Cardiologist Specialist, Dr. Ryan Cole Dermatopathologist CEO/Lab
Director at Cole Diagnostics,
Dr. Vincent Corvallo a world authority on risk and crisis communication and of course American
Frontline doctors and #1Jesus.

Psalm 32:8 I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go; I will guide you with my eye.
Thank You.
Miranda Winters, RN
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